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For ease of access, you will also find the Executive
Summary in this edition of the Justice Report. The
report has been well received by our government
contacts and we are distributing it to the police and
oversight agencies. We are hoping to pursue followup studies based upon the recommendations.

EDITORIAL
IRVING KULIK
CCJA Executive Director

Fifteen months ago, stark images of the police
actions in Minneapolis leading to the death of
George Floyd unfolded on TV sets everywhere.
While the United States has had a long and
unfortunate history of fatal police encounters with
citizens, particularly members of racialized groups,
we in Canada have not been entirely immune.
As a result, our Policy Review Committee began
discussions regarding similarly tragic incidents
that have taken place in Canada in recent memory.
Subsequently a process was launched for a
comparative study of the use of force by police, with
the intent of identifying factors that can prevent
such injury and death.
It was our hope to find ‘Best Practices’ in some police
departments that could be shared with all others
as critical teaching tools. With the financial support
of Public Safety Canada, we engaged the services
of three eminent researchers at the University of
Toronto; but it became obvious early in the study
that best practices could not be identified given
the ongoing absence of readily available data. This
obviously extended the complexity of the research
project. To obtain the required data, over the course
of several months the researchers surveyed 35
Canadian police agencies and 10 provincial and
territorial police oversight agencies and followed
up with detailed phone interviews. As a result, the
authors produced a most comprehensive review
along with 20 explicit recommendations for action.
Their complete report is available for download on
the CCJA website’s homepage, at ccja-acjp.ca.
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The ability of the police to use force in their
encounters with citizens is not a theoretical issue
but, rather, foundational in our expectations of
liberty and human rights. We have thus focused
the edition on this very topic. Following the above
report’s highlights, you can read the excellent
interview that our Editor, Nancy Wright, did with
Bob Chrismas. A veteran in policing, he provides
his reflections on the topic in use of force in
Canadian policing.
We are also pleased to feature articles by several
students in our Young Researchers section.
We congratulate Janaya Dunn, the winner of
the annual Mount Royal University student
scholarship, whose article Female Offending and
Mental Health in Canada appears here. We also
thank students Patricia Doiron for Mental Health
and Substance Use in Corrections: Changing
Perspectives and Advocating for Interdisciplinary
Collaboration and Brandi Chrismas for Critical
Thinking and Criminal Decision Making.
We are hopeful that you find each issue of the
Justice Report to be informative in reflecting topics
of contemporary importance while also serving
as a forum for intelligent student expression.
We wish you a safe and healthy autumn.
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Robert (Bob) Chrismas
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INTERVIEW - ENTREVUE

CCJA INTERVIEW WITH
ROBERT (BOB) CHRISMAS
Use of Force in Canadian Policing
NANCY WRIGHT
Justice Report, Editor-in-Chief

CCJA ◆ Welcome to CCJA Interviews, Bob Chrismas,
and thank you for speaking to our readers about
use of force in policing. Please begin by telling us
about your policing career and return to university
to obtain a PhD in criminology, which led to you
becoming an author.
ROBERT CHRISMAS ◆ Thank-you for calling on me.
I am currently in my 32nd year with the Winnipeg
Police Service. I’ve been fortunate to have had
a diverse career, serving about half in various
plain-clothes units and about half in uniform
patrol duties. For much of the past 10 years, as
a Staff Sergeant, I’ve worked in the front-line as
Street Staff Sergeant, or acting up in rank as Duty
Inspector, overseeing uniformed operations for the
Police Service. When I am on duty, I am generally
the highest-ranking officer on the street, directly
overseeing our front-line officers.
I left school early to join the workforce but
understood even at the age of 17 that education is
important. So, when I returned to complete high
school and start work in university part-time,
I had a drive that kept me going. When I joined the
Police Service I kept busy training for various roles,
but I always felt I wanted an advanced education.
Finally, 18 years into policing, I returned to work
on graduate studies and really enjoyed it.
I graduated my Master’s in Public Administration
in 2009 jointly between the Universities of

Manitoba and Winnipeg. The papers and research
I did throughout my MPA became the core of my
first book, Canadian Policing in the 21st Century:
A Frontline Officer on Challenges and Changes
(McGill-Queens University Press, 2013).
Completing my MPA was life changing. It
supercharged my desire for further education.
I was very fortunate to find the PhD program in
peace and conflict studies at the University of
Manitoba. I was not qualified at first, but
I was encouraged to join the first cohort of the
brand-new Master’s in Peace and Conflict Studies.
It gave me great opportunities, such as travelling
across South Africa to study how the police
regained trust (or didn’t) after Apartheid. At a
point I advised the University that I had almost
completed my master’s degree and had a pretty
good grounding in the field of peace studies. They
agreed and admitted me to the PhD program.
My doctoral dissertation, Modern-day slavery and
the sex industry: raising the voices of survivors
and collaborators while confronting sex trafficking
and exploitation in Manitoba, Canada (MSpace,
University of Manitoba, 2017), highlights my
research, which involved interviewing 61 people
with a combined 1,000 years of experience either
combatting or participating in the sex industry.
They described many tangible solutions to an
intractable social problem. My book that flowed
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from it, Sex Industry Slavery: Protecting Canada’s
Youth (University of Toronto Press, 2020), is my
attempt to raise their voices further and keep
our attention on issues that we all need to feel
responsible for correcting.
Reconciliation is top of mind for many Canadians
in 2021, as more proof of Canada’s dark colonial
history has been revealed with the unmarked
graves of Indigenous youth across the country.
Rectifying these past wrongs includes improving
social conditions that are at the root of sex trafficking
and exploitation, among many other issues. In
our co-edited book, Our Shared Future: Windows
into Canada's Reconciliation Journey (Lexington,
2020), Dr. Laura Reimer and I pulled together the
voices of leaders across the country, many of
whom are Indigenous, highlighting the great work
that many have done, and continue to do, around
reconciliation. Edmonton Police Chief Dale McFee
and I co-authored a chapter on how policing has
evolved in Canada over recent decades. I am very
pleased to have learned that reviews of Our Shared
Future and Sex Industry Slavery are forthcoming in
future issues of the Canadian Journal of Criminology
and Criminal Justice.
To date I have 38 publications including news and
magazine articles, journal articles, book chapters
and these three books. I am currently working
on a fiction book highlighting issues around sex
trafficking in Canada. I am also working on a book
about policing, to show people what policing
is really like in this era of police defunding and
anti-police sentiment. My goal in writing is to raise
awareness around justice issues and policing. To
me, writing feels like a way for me to have broader
influence and leave a mark.
CCJA ◆ According to Global News (e.g., Erik
Pindera, 4 June 2020), ethnicity may affect the use
of force in Canadian policing. To what extent, if any,
is ethnicity a factor in the use of force incidents in
Manitoba? Does police reporting in Manitoba require
identification of a suspect’s ethnicity? If not, how can
the problem of accountability be addressed?
ROBERT CHRISMAS ◆ It is often said that statistics
can be made to say almost anything, depending
on the way you interpret them. In my opinion, this
is particularly the case in justice related issues. A
reduction or increase in a type of reported crime
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each year could mean people are calling the police
more for a few reasons. For example, perhaps
they have gained more confidence and trust that
calling the police will help. Conversely, fewer
reports do not necessarily mean that the actual
number of incidents of a given type of crime are
reduced. It could mean that people, for whatever
reason, are not calling the police. It could mean
the classification of that type of crime has
changed. An increase in police use of force reports
could indicate a change or greater compliance
in a reporting policy. A reduction in complaints
about the police might mean reduced incidences.
It might also mean that people aren’t calling in
complaints because they feel nothing will be done.
For all these reasons I am very cautious about
what we read into stats. For my own doctoral
research into sex trafficking, I chose a purely
qualitative approach, asking people with
experience what they feel is important and what
can be fixed. If I had taken a quantitative statistical
approach, I feel I would have lost a lot of the depth
of the humanity that this scourge of trafficking
touches. For example, what meaning can we draw
from X number of incidences of the word slavery
in the thousand-page verbatim transcript of my
interviews? What does the meaning of the word
“slavery” have for a researcher or bureaucrat, as
opposed to a person who was forcibly trafficked
and/or enslaved in the sex industry for 15 years?
I bring the same caution to assumptions that
people may make on things like ethnicity and
racism. The police working in the impoverished
neighborhoods have significantly more contact
with people of diverse backgrounds. In many
places in Canada those people are Indigenous.
But it is not because they are over-policed. High
crime rates in low socio-economic neighborhoods
are not caused by the police, but they do draw a
lot of resources from the police and other service
sectors. These large resource draws are symptoms
of deeper problems including poverty stemming
from poor education and employment; problems
that go way beyond what the police or any service
sector can significantly affect on their own. I know
the police in many areas strive to collect data on
ethnicity; however, in my mind that data does not
impact police service delivery. If anything, the
police and other services like child protection may
deliberately assign more resources into diverse
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neighborhoods. This is because there is great
awareness now of the challenges that newcomers
and Indigenous people face, and people in the
service agencies want to help.
In my experience, ethnicity does not play a role
in use of force in modern policing. Use of force
policies and training have become highly evolved
over the past two decades. We now receive way
more training and the tactics are more evolved,
as are the tools. Thirty years ago, we carried a
baton and then the next option would be to go
straight to lethal force. Now, officers carry pepper
spray, tasers, and they have more access to special
weapons teams who are highly trained and have
more choices of non-lethal weapons to draw on.
In most places now they also carry or have access
to spit socks, hobble devices and shackles. By
the way, we also carry Narcan and other first aid
supplies, and now must carry respirators, masks,
and gloves for our own protection.
The use of force doctrine is highly developed,
and officers now must report on what level of
force was used and why at every encounter. The
force used by officers must only be that required
to respond safely to the resistance level offered
by the suspect. Officers now have more training
in constrained use of force as well as non-violent
crisis intervention. They are trained in how to
avoid injuring people who are in the throes of
substance-induced psychosis. They are also
trained in bias free policing, and non-violent
crisis intervention for de-escalating events. They
also receive training in how to work with people
suffering a mental health crisis.
The modern-day police officer has, at least where I
work, become very tactical and highly disciplined.
In the modern context, we have seen increased
violence and use of weapons in recent years.
The reason for this can be a topic for another
discussion, but let’s just say the ongoing Meth
crisis has added to it. On a daily basis police
officers now are dealing with people in methinduced psychosis, displaying unbelievable
violence and strength. Therefore police officers
must be vigilant in every interaction- regardless of
people’s ethnicity.

CCJA ◆ In 1992, the Winnipeg Police Service
was awarded accreditation by the USbased Commission on Accreditation for Law
Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) after three years
of demonstrating compliance with international
best practices. However, CALEA accreditation is
not mandatory and only a few Canadian police
services have opted for it. CALEA requires them
to develop “directives in collaboration with
mental health professionals, who can train or
assist the agency with training…” Does this
mean that Canada does not have its own policing
training standards and reporting/oversight
practices for dealing with ethnicity or mental
health? If so, does the ensuing gap in knowledge
and practice affect Canadian policing in relation
to use of force as regards the mental health
problems or the ethnicity of a suspect?
ROBERT CHRISMAS ◆ Early in my career I had the
opportunity to be one of the first officers working
in our Integrated Child Exploitation Unit (ICE). We
developed some innovative policing practices
that were adopted in similar ICE units across the
country. Of course, we also learned from others.
Our team was awarded the RCMP Unit Ensign
award and RCMP Commissioner Zacaradelli
presented it to us. He said something that really
stuck with me to this day. He said almost every
week he receives requests from countries around
the world, for Canada to send Canadian police
officers to assist them in training and developing
their own. This speaks to credibility and high
standards in Canadian policing in general.
I have had the good fortune to attend the
Canadian Police College on several occasions
for intensive training on a variety of topics
including tactical intelligence analysis, serious
crime investigation, major case team commander
training, and more. Most of these courses were
two weeks or longer and intense, drawing on
experts from across the country. Now, a lot of this
type of training is also offered online, so even
more officers have access. I cannot even count
the number of courses and trainings I’ve had
throughout my career, and many of my colleagues
are the same.
Police agencies are also bound by court rulings,
inquest and inquiry findings, collective bargaining,
and standards set by other agencies. So, I
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would say there are high standards. They aren’t
necessarily set and published in one place, but
none-the-less they are there. I worked in policing
pre-accreditation and post. The accreditation
process forces agencies to examine and keep up
on a broad range of standards on a regular basis.
It makes the agency examine policies that might
otherwise not be looked at as often. It makes
them keep up with internationally recognized
high standards. I am not a policy expert, but in
my experience agencies in Canada generally
exceed standards required by CALEA. Standards,
by definition, are a baseline and we often exceed
that. Some of the policies that must be kept up for
accreditation are costly and labour intensive, but
they really keep agencies on top of internationally
recognized policing standards. But that does not
mean that unaccredited agencies have lower
standards. They often will have standards that
exceed CALEA’s requirements.
Throughout my career I’ve seen a lot of policy
affected by inquests and inquiries after major
incidents involving the police. A common
discussion in policing circles has been that this or
that will change after an inquiry. So, in a way these
court decisions have enshrined a lot of police
policy. Also, court cases of course have affected
policing practices a great deal across the country.
The Feeney case, for example, went to the
Supreme Court of Canada in 1997. An officer
arrested a person in his home for an offence that
had occurred earlier. The courts later ruled that
the officer required a warrant to enter the person’s
residence to make the arrest. The officer had
not done anything that was considered wrong
at the time of his action, but this one incident
resulted in changes to tactics and policy for police
agencies nationally. After the Feeney decision,
officers across Canada were required to seek entry
warrants when they planned to arrest persons
in their homes, which has had a major effect on
policing because of the time and work involved.
Cases like this have shaped standards in policing
nationally around and endless range of issues
from disclosure of records to equipment and
training, evidence gathering and so on.
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CCJA ◆ Please give us any other insights you may
have into solving the problem of use of force (i.e.,
the point at which it becomes police brutality)
and policing in Canada.
ROBERT CHRISMAS ◆ We are living in an
interesting era of policing in Canada. As close
neighbours to the United States we feel some of
the impact of the police defunding and Black Lives
Matter movements that started there. There is a
discourse around justifying police resources and
tactics. From a policing perspective I believe that
a lot of us feel that the essence of how essential
policing is sometimes gets lost in the discussion.
Now in my 32nd year of policing I literally still say
to myself and to my colleagues almost daily, you
must see this with your own eyes to believe it.
The violence that occurs, the things people do,
require society to have this tool to intervene and
protect the vulnerable. There is a lot of room for
discussion about much of what police do, but the
core service is necessary for safe communities.
The police have historically, and to this day,
tended to be drawn into providing services that
go way beyond their mandate. One time, ten years
ago when I oversaw our Missing Persons Unit, I
led an audit and we found that we were investing
30,000 officer hours into looking for youth who
had run away from their child protective services
placements. This problem has only grown, and
has been identified as a chronic problem and
challenge across the country. Similarly, the draw
on police resources dealing with people in various
mental health crises has been declared in the past
by the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police
as the number one challenge facing Canadian
Policing. More resources for this are needed in the
health system, where it belongs, and where the
budgets are tenfold larger than police budgets.
This problem persists as well. The discussion
about police defunding really should be about
redistributing responsibility for these issues to
agencies where they belong, and leaving police
budgets the same. This way the police could focus
on their core mandates and be less strained to
constantly do more with less. ■
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BOOK PUBLICATIONS
BY ROBERT CHRISMAS
Chrismas, R. (coming in fall of 2020).

Sex Industry Slavery:
Protecting Canada’s Youth.
Toronto, ON (Canada): University of Toronto Press.
https://utorontopress.com/ca/sex-industryslavery-2
Reimer, L. & R. Chrismas (Eds.). (2020).

Our Shared Future: Windows into
Canada's Reconciliation Journey.
New York, NY (USA): Lexington Books, Rowman
& Littlefield.
Chrismas, R. (2013/14).

Canadian Policing in the 21st Century:
A Frontline Officer on Challenges
and Changes.
Montreal, QC (Canada): McGill-Queen’s
University Press.
Chrismas, R. (2017).

Modern-Day Slavery and the Sex Industry:
Raising the Voices of Survivors and
Collaborators While Confronting
Sex Trafficking and Exploitation in
Manitoba, Canada.
Doctoral dissertation: University of Manitoba:
MSpace.

RÉSUMÉ
Use of Force in Canadian Policing:
ENTRETIEN DE L’ACJP
AVEC ROBERT (BOB) CHRISMAS
NANCY WRIGHT

Actualités Justice, rédactrice-en-chef
Entrevue de l’ACJP avec Bob Chrismas au sujet du recours
à la force dans les services de police. M. Chrismas compte
32 ans de service dans la police de Winnipeg. Il est titulaire
d’un doctorat en criminologie et a signé plusieurs livres
et de nombreux articles.
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